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Motivating Young People to Join Law Enforcement

“People sleep peacefully in their beds at night only because rough men stand ready to do

violence on their behalf” (Wyllie). Police officers risk their lives daily to protect others, and

communities rely on them for security. It is crucial that young adults consider joining law

enforcement because of the vital role that police officers have in our nation. Young people can be

encouraged to enter the profession of law enforcement by remembering the importance of their

duties in our lives, wanting to change the negative connotation that is being associated with law

enforcement today, and educating themselves on the jobs of police officers.

Remembering the importance of their duties to our nation can inspire young people to

join the profession of law enforcement. Police officers put their lives on the line to defend

citizens and possessions. In 2021, 502 officers lost their lives while on duty (“2021”). If the

value of police officers is emphasized, young adults may feel more inclined toward becoming

one.

Another influence that could motivate youth to consider the career of law enforcement is

the negative connotation that many link the police to. Young people could be inspired to improve

the bad reputation that police officers are correlated with. Nowadays, police officers are

described as cruel, unjust, and brutal. Whether or not young adults agree with this statement, all

can agree that this view of the police should be improved. Taking this point into account may

persuade some to become a member of law enforcement.

By educating themselves on the jobs of police officers, young people may feel more



inclined to choose that career path. Police officers have jobs that come with a number of

responsibilities, including supervising traffic, watching over an area, answering urgent calls,

jailing perpetrators, and more (Dowd). Considering the various obligations that police officers

have can help youth feel a greater sense of appreciation. This recognition can influence young

adults’ decisions to be officers.

Recognizing the notability of police officers’ roles in our lives, desiring a revision in how

police officers are perceived, and learning more about their tasks can promote joining the career

of law enforcement. Police officers help communities operate well and ultimately provide a

sense of safety. They handle disorder and maintain peace. “Blessed are the peacemakers, for they

will be called children of God” (“Matthew 5:9 NABRE - - Bible Gateway”).
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